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ABSTRACT: The term big data analytics is a huge volume of data which is difficult to process
traditional techniques. Most of the hospitals do not maintain all necessary clinical data. Electronic
health record (EHR) is a very important role to maintain a large volume of patient’s data in the
healthcare industry. Better outcomes for using big data analytics the Innovative Medicines Initiative
(IMI) projects in healthcare. In machine learning the rules processing in edge level and healthcare
cloud. The edge level is like sensor devices healthcare equipment, wearables, patient monitoring
machine. It will alert the patient. Healthcare rules cloud will analysis patients sensor collected data
and forecast if any health issue takes place. In this paper, we discuss big data in the healthcare
industry.
Keywords: Bigdata Analytics, Healthcare, Machine Learning, EHR-Electronic health record, IMIInnovative Medicines Initiative.

I. INTRODUCTION:
Roger Mougalas from O’Reilly Media launched the
term bigdata in 2005. Next year they created web2.0
refers to a large amount of data. This data is
impossible to maintain traditional tools. Big data
analytics examines huge and various type of data. In
2005 yahoo created Hadoop. Most of the social
network start web2.0 and daily basis large created.
The Indian government also decided to bigdata
projects like a photograph, iris scan and fingerprint
1.2 billion inhabitants. Most of the companies slowly
adapting to using bigdata.
Bigdata five v’s are
volume, velocity, variety, veracity, value. An
enormous and huge amount of data is big data.
Volume is the size of a large amount of data.
Velocity is the continuous flow of data and
processing speed of the data. Variety is all the format
of data like structured, semi-structured and
unstructured. Structured data is organized data. Semiorganized data is semi-structured data. Text, video,
pictures all type of data appeared in unstructured
data.
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Fig.1 Five V’s of Bigdata Analytics
Veracity dumping a huge amount of data some data
packets bound to lose in the process, so fill up these
missing data and then start mining again and process
it and come up with good insight. Value is what is the
analysis done it has some value, it will help to grow.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW:
The paper proposed whether the people have
coronary heart diseases or not diagnosed for using
linear discriminant analysis and classification
algorithm [1]. The paper discusses extracting
valuable information from document EHR, processed
and deliver valuable both physician and patients [2].
This paper discussed World population increasing is
the lead to occur various heart diseases. Most of the
hospitals not vacant it will increase the death rate. In
this paper resolve the things to use IoT,
Nanoelectronics and bigdata. Doctors will view the
patient's report from remote places. Big data and IoT
combined and created medical devices. The purpose
of big data is used for intelligent decision-making
skills and Monitoring and controlling (sending and
receiving) purpose used in IoT. This will reduce the
cost [3]. This paper discusses the domain model
combines ABAC (attribute-based access control) and
ABGS (attribute-based group signature) and provides
flexible access control [4]. In this paper discussed
using deep learning algorithm to monitor and analyze
patients health conditions IOT based bigdata. The
IoT based medical network functions as a tool for
monitoring the patient’s health [5]. In this paper
discovered a continuous learning process to calculate
frequencies, probabilities and dependencies will form
to predict process model improve economic factors
and better performance [6]. The paper discussed data
will be analyzed using c-means clustering algorithm
and Hadoop technology to prescribe the drug to
particular patients [7]. In this paper, empirical data
set used to real-world ticket classification applying
bigdata analytical techniques and machine learning
approach to improve business process [8]. The paper
proposed about medical sensors collect the patient
health data and IoT thru send this data to the cloud.
This IoT and cloud-based framework of big data in
the healthcare domain and test the specific solution
with the application of ECG monitoring and
abnormality report [9]. The paper discussed BE-SYS
experiment to produced result from real health data
and identifying the patient at risk. Clustering
algorithm and big data analytics applied in this paper
[10]. This paper proposed e watch app to calculate
the daily activity for obese children and adolescents
[11]. This paper proposed a bigdata framework in
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healthcare and the regional health information
network [12]. The paper discussed digital data is a
major source of the health sector and need solutions
for existing issues in the health domain. The
electronic health record to be sharing and retrieval of
data by cloud-based [13]. In this paper reviewed
healthcare data to be used in big data analytics and
specifically the control of blood supply to the entire
body [14]. The paper discussed the chronic disease
and medical conditions are the main cause of the
increase of population, cloud-based data analytics
used. The cloud application layer is an interface
between the users and the health network [15]. In
this paper surveyed the big data analytics, Hadoop
platform, NoSQL and analyzed different parameters
like variety, speed, uncertainty [16]. This paper
discussed digitalization[19] very huge amount of data
in healthcare. The challenges of big data
implementation in public hospitals[17].
III. BIGDATA IN HEALTHCARE
Tracking – In bigdata analytics the part of IoT
(internet of things) tracking users statistics apart from
this wearable detect patients heart rate, sleep,
distance to be walked and exercised, BP etc. The
sensor monitor patient’s health continuously and data
will be collected. The collected data identified any
health issues before it goes worse. Save cost –Bigdata
saves cost for hospitals, predictive analysis help to
predict issues. Hospital data digitalized accessed to
understand many patients. It analyzed user data and
prescribed medication to avoid wrong or different
medicine.
IV. ALGORITHM IN BIGDATA ANALYTICS
Linear Regression -Using these linear regression
techniques to make better decisions. Simple linear
regression is one explanatory variable and multiple
linear regression is more than one explanatory
variable. Regression analysis to prediction technique
investigates the relationship between a dependent and
independent variable. The data in the real world not
linear, the regression lines are not intersecting or
passing through the data errors which can be
measured real-life distance between the data.
Regression line that minimizes the errors.
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Logistic Regression -A statistical model is a logistic
regression. Biological sciences applied this logistic
regression. The model probability depends on an
event occurring on values of the independent
variable. The estimate is event occurs randomly
selected observation. Predict the series of the variable
on a binary response variable. Classify estimating
observation is in a particular category. Three types of
logistic regressions are binary logistic regression,
multinomial logistic regressions and ordinal logistic
regression.

Fig 2. Linear Regression
Values X and Y to calculate linear equation:

Classification and Regression Trees- target variable
is categorical and the tree gives classification. Predict
the class in which the instances will fall. K-Means
Clustering Algorithm[18] - The Euclidean distance
is used to find out centroid is nearest to each data
points assigned to the corresponding centroids.
Clustering is divided into hierarchical clustering,
agglomerative clustering and divisive clustering. KNearest Neighbors – KNN is a type of instance-based
learning. The applications of KNN is text mining,
advantages of KNN is robust noisy training data,
training data is large, no training phase. Learns
complex model easily.
V. DATA ANALYTICS

Fig 2.1 Regression Line
ŷ = -0.04678X + 79.33166
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Fig 3. Different Analytics
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Descriptive data analytics or observe is thinking and
forming about data. Information needed for
actionable decisions. Systematically collecting and
interpreting data that can aid decision-makers and
aware of problems. The diagnostic is the ability to
know the root cause and finding the actual problems.
Healthcare industry using these technologies to
diagnosed the diseases.
VI. TOOLS IN BIGDATA ANALYTICS
R. Tableau, Knime, python, SAS, rapid miner,
Splunk, Zoho, Aquadata studio, NodeXL, Splice
machine, Spark, Apache Samoa these tools used in
Data analytics. The tool tableau is a data visualization
software, Tableau is easy to use drag and drop
method, Any form of raw data within seconds we
will result in usable data. Zoho tool is also easy to
use, and quickly we get the results in the form of
chart and pivot tables and required data.
VII. CONCLUSION:
In this Paper few existing research articles in bigdata,
that have been implemented in the healthcare
industry has been analyzed and the different data
analytics to be discussed. The algorithms and tools
used in existing work using big data analytics have
been observed. In future work, the big data
technology can be more effective to implement in the
healthcare industry.
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